Contact : joosep.pata AT cern.ch, mobile/whatsapp 00 41 76 476 97
24
Dear Participants,
I would propose the following agenda for the Wednesday hike.

* Meeting (on foot):
Zurich HB traffpunkt (inside hall) 15:20 15:40

OR who wants directly
Bahnhofstrasse tram stop 15:25 15:45
(https://goo.gl/maps/dvHdMT4NuoS2)

* Start (by tram to start of footpath):
Zürich, Bahnhofstrasse/HB departure 15:33 15:48
Zürich, Albisgütli arrival
15:49 16:04
Tram 13
Richtung: Zürich, Albisgütli

* Start (by train directly to Uetliberg
Zürich HB SZU departure 15:35 16:05
S 10
Richtung (direction): Uetliberg
Uetliberg arrival
15:55 16:25

):

platform 22

Please board the train yourself and exit at Uetliberg, from there, the
meeting point is the Uto Kulm watchtower and restaurant, about a
10min walk from the train stop.

* Meeting point on Uetliberg:
17:15 17:30 meeting at Uto Kulm

* way down (by train, earlier)
Uetliberg departure 18:06
S-Bahn 10
Richtung: Zürich HB SZU

Zürich HB SZU

arrival

18:27 platform 22

* way down (by train, later)
Uetliberg departure 18:36
S-Bahn 10
Richtung: Zürich HB SZU
Zürich HB SZU arrival
18:57 platform 22

People need a ZVV ticket valid for 4 zones: 110, 154, 155. Since
zone 110 counts as 2 zones, one actually needs a 4-zone ticket.
For a 24h ticket, it should cost 17.20 with no half-fare card, 8.60 with
one.
Please buy your ticket in advance before the meeting time!
Tickets cannot be bought on the tram/train!
I would recommend to bring sports shoes (running shoes or similar),
clothes suitable for 30-degree (C) weather and a wind jacket in case
of winds, 0.5l bottle of water (!!!!) and a little snack (chocolate bar or
similar).
If you take the train, you will have about 1.5h-2h to enjoy the view and
walk on the Uetliberg ridge (wheelchair accessible) and relax in the
Uto Kulm cafe/restaurant.
On foot, we'll have about 1,5h of steep but easy hiking (not
wheelchair accessible) plus some views along the ridge, with some
15-45min of time for the tower and restaurant.

Cheers,
Joosep

